New ESP Clinical Trials Section!

Looking for a clinical trial for your patient? Use the Clinical Trials search to find a trial by location or disease category.

New and Emerging Trends in Chronic Pain Management
Srinivas Nalamachu, MD

Interested in new drug compounds and topical agents that are being developed to improve care for patients with pain? View the newest ESP video to learn more!

ESP Frequently Asked Questions
Lynn Webster, MD, FACPM, FASAM

Do you have questions about what can be done to reduce deaths related to prescription medications? Visit ESP’s Knowledge Library to hear expert opinions.

ESP Text Your Knowledge and Poll Features
We Want to Hear from You!

Take a minute to voice your opinion and make it count by participating in ESP’s current home page poll.

Discover how much you know about pain management by participating in our weekly Text Your Knowledge feature. It’s fun and fast!